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Abstract. In order to achieve the output of high-value patents, enterprises need 

to consider improving the technical level of the technical solution itself. At this 

point, it is necessary to compare the technical scheme with the existing patented 

technology to determine the advanced degree of the technical scheme. The ideal 

level is the ratio of the useful function to the harmful function in the technical 

solution, which can be used to describe the current technical level of the technical 

solution. In this study, idealization level is used to evaluate the gap between tech-

nology and existing patented technology. The patent information is different from 

the technical solution with complete information, and the existing technology de-

scribed in the patent has a specific form of expression. Therefore, the main task 

is to evaluate the idealization level of the existing technology. It mainly includes 

three stages: shallow information analysis, deep information analysis and infor-

mation reasoning and calculation. Automatic extraction of Chinese patent infor-

mation is the basis for evaluating the technical advancement. This paper intro-

duces in detail the automatic establishment process of component hierarchy 

model (CHM) and action and attribute model (AAM) of Chinese patent in the 

process of deep information analysis. The feasibility of the proposed method is 

verified by the analysis of shallow and deep information of electric toothbrush. 

Keywords: Technical Advancement, Idealization Level, Patent Information Ex-

traction, Chinese Patent. 

1 Introduction 

As technological innovation plays an increasingly important role in today’s knowledge 

economy, patent strategies play an important role in gaining competitive advantages 

for innovative entities [1]. Patent layout is an organic combination of corporate indus-

try, market, and legal factors, and patents are organically combined, covering the time, 

region, technology, and product dimensions related to the company’s interests, building 

a strict and efficient patent protection network, and ultimately forming a favorable 

structure for the company Patent portfolio. Patent layout is a manifestation of patent 

offensive and defensive strategies, and a process of patent portfolio with a certain sense 
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and purpose to achieve the overall strategic goals of an enterprise [2]. Product devel-

opment and patent strategy are inseparable. Enterprises should expand the scope of pa-

tent protection as far as possible to protect the property rights of their products to main-

tain a certain competitive strength in the field they are good at. From the perspective of 

patent strategy, it is necessary for companies to evaluate the technical value of their 

products in real time during the research and development process to determine the 

design goals of their products during the research and development process. 

The technical value of patents is a necessary condition for the realization of patent 

value. High-value patents must first reach a certain height in technology, and techno-

logical value is the basis for measuring the value of patents. Therefore, in the process 

of patent-oriented portfolio design, we must first take the evaluation criteria of the value 

of patented technology as design constraints. Technological advancement is an im-

portant indicator for evaluating whether technology occupies a leading position. In the 

process of designing for patentability, previous studies have considered two aspects: 

On the one hand, whether the design plan can meet the three characteristics of the patent

（Practicality, novelty, and creativity）[3, 4]；on the other hand，does the design 

plan cover comprehensively，in terms of implementation means and effects, whether 

there are any gaps to continue innovative research [5]. And in the design process，

especially in the current era of exponential growth in the output of innovation results, 

It is increasingly difficult for engineering designers to evaluate the gap between their 

own research and development results and existing technologies. Therefore, it is nec-

essary to propose a method that can quickly help engineers determine the current level 

of technology. 

The first step in evaluating the state of the art is to understand the existing technol-

ogy. However, it usually takes a long time for even domain experts to read and under-

stand patent documents. Therefore, automatic extraction technology of patent infor-

mation should be introduced to assist engineers to extract the technical content of pa-

tents. Earlier, Cassini used the semantic processing method of Sao to realize automatic 

function analysis [6, 7] and TRIZ conflict [8]. With the development of natural lan-

guage processing (NLP), the depth of automatic extraction of patent information is 

gradually deepening. Fantoni et al. [9] realized automatic extraction of functions, phys-

ical behaviors, and states in English patents through SAO (subject-action-objecrt) tag-

ging, building knowledge base and natural language processing tools. The extracted 

functions are based on the user's interpretation of physical behaviors; Chiarello et al. 

[10] proposed a method to automatically extract the advantages and disadvantages of 

patent technology from patent text. 

In recent years, research on the extraction of patent information is still a hot topic. 

The first task of extracting patent information is to obtain the text content of the patent. 

The preprocessing of patent texts is the basis for in-depth analysis of patent information, 

Gaurav Gupta et al. [11] proposed a web crawling algorithm based on data collection, 

can help users quickly obtain patent data; Naima Vahab et al. [12] use NLP and rule 

integration methods, help users extract important patent information. Furthermore, pa-

tent documents generally have a fixed structure and form, Masayuki Okamoto et al. 

[13] proposed a patent claim structure extraction method based on information extrac-

tion, reduce the workload of analysis. Deeper patent information extraction, keyword 
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extraction in patents can complete patent classification [14, 15]、patent technology 

trend analysis [16] and other work. Extraction of technical information for patents, of-

ten requires deep semantic analysis, including the extraction of subject-behavior-object 

(SAO) information in patents [17]、the extraction of functional information [18] and 

the use of semantic analysis to graphically express patent technology information [19]. 

In summary, the acquisition of patent technical information generally requires the ac-

quisition of patent text, extraction of structured information from patents and semantic 

analysis of patent texts. 

In 2020, World Intellectual Property Organization(WIPO)released the World Intel-

lectual Property Indicators 2020 [20]. The National Intellectual Property Administra-

tion of the People’s Republic of China (CNIPA) received 1.4 million patent applica-

tions in 2019. This is more than twice the amount received by the United States Patent 

and Trademark Office (USPTO)，the document showed. China is set to become the 

top filer of international patent applications; with the highest number of patent applica-

tions, it has received in 2019. In addition, China moved up from third position in 2009 

to claim the top spot in 2011 and has continued to head the ranking for the past nine 

years. Several statistics show that China's patent activities are increasingly active and 

playing an important role in the global innovation landscape. 

Therefore, the importance of Chinese patents cannot be ignored, it is of great signif-

icance for the research on the automatic extraction of Chinese patent technical infor-

mation. Simultaneously, Chinese companies also urgently need to use automated means 

to help them evaluate their technical solutions.  

For assessing the strength of an enterprise, the evaluation of patent value is aimed at 

economic value. including patent intangible asset value[21], patent private value[22] 

and market value[23], etc., the cost method and income method are commonly used for 

evaluation [24]. In the current process of evaluating a patent, the patent’s legal status, 

technical level, market conditions, finance, strategy and other aspects are usually used 

to evaluate the patent [25]. The generally recognized patent value system in China di-

vides the dimensions of patent value into technical value, legal value and economic 

value. From another point of view, the technological superiority of patents is the basis 

for the realization of the economic value of patents. Therefore, when innovation entities 

want to increase the overall value of patents, it is necessary to consider and improve the 

technical value of its technical solutions. 

This article aims to provide a method to help engineering designers evaluate the 

technological advancement of their products during the design process. On the one hand 

is the proposal of a way to assess the value of technological advancement; On the other 

hand, as a basis for evaluation, propose a Chinese patent information extraction method 

for technical advancement value evaluation. The main structure of this article is as fol-

lows: Section 2 introduces the evaluation methods of technological advancement value; 

Section 3 presents the automatic extraction method of Chinese patent information; Sec-

tion 4 shows the high-value patent preliminary evaluation in the field of electric tooth-

brushes and the extraction of a piece of Chinese patent information; The section 5 dis-

cusses the outlook for future work 
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2 Patent Technical Advancement  

2.1 Patent Value Index System and Technical Advancement 

According to different purposes, the evaluation indexes and classification of patent 

value system will be different. China Intellectual Property Office developed and revised 

the index system of patent value analysis, and put forward the patent value degree that 

represents the value of the patent itself, which can be used as a unified standard for 

reference. Technology value is the basis of patent value system, and its indexes include 

technical advancement, technology development trend, application scope, irreplacea-

bility and enforceability. They are defined in Table 1. 

Table 1. The primary index definition of technical value of patent 

Index of technical value Definition 

Technical advancement 

Whether the patented technology is in a leading posi-

tion at the time of analysis compared to other tech-

nologies in the field 

Technology development 

trend 

The current development trend of the technical field 

in which the patented technology is located 

Application scope Application scope of patented technology 

Irreplaceability 
Whether an alternative solution to the same or simi-

lar problem currently exists 

Enforceability 

Technology reflects the future technology applica-

tion prospect of patent and the realization degree of 

technology achievement transformation 

In the design and development phase, with the aim of improving the value of patent 

technology, the technical advancement is the degree to solve the key technical problems 

and produce better results than the current technology. For example, in the technical 

effect to improve production efficiency, save costs, improve structure, improve quality, 

improve productivity, reduce pollution and so on. From the point of engineering design, 

the technical advancement 𝑇𝐴𝐷  is the difference between the design level and the exist-

ing technology level. The level of technology can be expressed as an idealized level. 

Thus, the quantification of technological advancement can be expressed in Equation 

(1), where 𝐼 represents the idealized level of the design scheme and 𝐼𝐸𝑇  represents the 

idealized level of the prior art. 

𝑇𝐴𝐷 = 𝐼 − 𝐼𝐸𝑇  (1) 

In TRIZ, the ideal level is the ratio of useful function to harmful function. According 

to the prior art recorded in the patent literature, the ideal level formula can be written 

as Equation (2) by expanding the useful function and harmful function. 𝐹𝐼𝑀 is the im-

portance of sub-function; 𝑃𝐹  is the realization degree of sub-function; 𝐶𝑆 represents the 

cost evaluation value of components; 𝐻𝑆  stands for the evaluation value of harmful 

functions produced by components. 
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𝐼𝐸𝑇 =
∑ 𝐹𝐼𝑀 ⋅ 𝑃𝐹

∑ 𝐶𝑆 + ∑ 𝐻𝑆

 (2) 

2.2 Evaluation of Highest Ideal Level of Patent Prior Art 

It is easy to get 𝐹𝐼𝑀, 𝑃𝐹, 𝐶𝑆 and 𝐻𝑆 when evaluating the idealized level of the enter-

prise's technical scheme. However, the technical information obtained from patents is 

often less than that obtained from technical solutions. In essence, the main task of eval-

uating the value of technological advancement is to evaluate the highest ideal level of 

the existing technology. A large number of patent documents are often obtained when 

searching for a certain technology. In order to reduce unnecessary work, it is necessary 

to analyze patent documents from shallow to deep. As shown in Fig. 1, the analysis of 

the most patented text is divided into three stages, namely, shallow information analy-

sis, deep information analysis, and information reasoning and calculation. This will be 

covered in the next three sections. 

 

Fig. 1. Evaluation process of existing technology idealization level 
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2.2.1 Shallow Information Analysis.  

Generally, the evaluation methods of patent value can be divided into objective quan-

titative evaluation and subjective qualitative evaluation based on expert evaluation. The 

evaluation of technical advancement is to find the best technology with the highest level 

of idealization. It is not necessary to evaluate all the patents retrieved. Therefore, for a 

large number of Patent Texts, we can first use the objective index of patent to evaluate 

and screen out patents with certain value from the perspective of objective index, so as 

to prepare for deep information processing. 

2.2.2 Deep information analysis.  

Despite the speed of processing, it is often inaccurate to evaluate the technical advance-

ments of a patent merely by processing the text and using objective indicators to deter-

mine the highest level of technology, which requires a certain understanding of the 

technology described in the patent. The initial idea that we put forward is to discuss the 

information of a patent at three levels, It includes Component Hierarchy Model (CHM), 

Action and Attribute Model (AAM) and Flow Model. 

CHM is a model describing different levels of information of patent technology. In 

the patent specification, it is usually stated which parts an assembly includes. Further-

more, it also describes which features are made up of in the part. CHM can help engi-

neers understand the information of entity components in different levels of technology. 

AAM is a model that describes the action relationship among the entity components, 

the component attributes and the action attributes in the patent technology. In general, 

there are component entity information, action and principle information, and attribute 

information in a patent. Entity component is the carrier of function realization and the 

concrete structure. In patents, solid components generally appear as proper terms, such 

as "main shell, suspension magnet motor, etc.". Action is the relationship between phys-

ical components. A description of the relationship between two or more entity elements 

in a patent is usually behavioral information. For example, "Fixed magnets and sus-

pended magnets repel each other." 

Attribute is information that describes the characteristics of an entity's components 

and behavior. It includes: effect, location, time, state, material, shape. Their detailed 

description is shown in Table 2. 

Table 2. Classification and description of attribute information 

Attribute Description 

Effect 
Specific functions that can be performed by physical components or 

behaviors, e.g., "cleaning components play the role of cleaning."  

Location 

The relative position relationship between the component entity and 

others, e.g., "the main shell is located on the outermost side of the 

whole unit." 

Time 

The time when the action occurs or the current action is in a certain 

state in the working cycle, e.g., "in the initial state of the device, the 

contact conductor contacts with the conductor sheet." 
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State 
The actual state of a component entity or action, for example: "LED 

light on, rotating brush head rotating." 

Material 
Material characteristics used for solid components, e.g., "the main 

shell is made of waterproof material". 

Shape 
Shape characteristics of solid components, e.g., "circular particle on 

handle surface". 

In the section 3, the extraction method and process of CHM and AAM in Chinese 

patent will be described in detail. 

2.2.3 Information Reasoning and Computing Process.  

The sub-functions of technology are rarely described completely in patents. Even if it 

is assumed that the sub-functions can be described completely, it is difficult to obtain 

the degree of realization from patents. Therefore, according to the limited information 

available in the patent, we can infer from the flow model. 

The quantity (or entity) of input and output is called flow. Flow is the basic object 

to be considered in any design problem. It contains the key physical information in the 

product model[26]. Flow model can describe the deepest information in patent. The 

process of constructing flow model requires engineers to infer the AAM with effect 

library, analyze the principle of each action and the changing physical quantity. The 

flow model is constructed according to the logic of each action. In this case, the sub-

function importance 𝐹𝐼𝑀 and the sub-function realization degree 𝑃𝐹  are equivalent to 

the flow importance and its possible realization degree. 

With the increase of distance, the influence of sub-function on its target or other 

functions decreases, and the decrease follows the law of exponential decay[27]. Each 

flow in the flow model is regarded as a node in graph theory.  

The shortest distance algorithm can be used to calculate the distance of each flow to 

the final output flow of the technical system, and the influence degree of each flow can 

be obtained, that is, the importance degree of the flow 𝐹𝐼𝑀. The realization degree of 

the flow 𝑃𝐹  can be evaluated by combining with the simulation technology, and the 

probability of the flow meeting the predetermined demand can be obtained. The cost 

∑ 𝐶𝑠 can be evaluated according to the materials used and the processing method of the 

components. In addition, the assembly difficulty between the components should also 

be considered as the additional cost. The evaluation value ∑ 𝐻𝑠 of harmful functions 

generated by components mainly focuses on the harmful effects of components on the 

internal and external of the technical system. 

Current technology should be evaluated in the same way. For the developed tech-

nical solutions, it is easier to build the flow model by mastering the complete infor-

mation of the action principle, and it is also easier to evaluate the cost of the solutions 

and the harmful effects of the components. 
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3 Automatic Extraction and Analysis of Chinese Patent 

Information 

In the stage of deep information analysis of patents, it will take a lot of time for engi-

neers to extract the level information and function principle information of patents. At 

the same time, people will inevitably have some subjective understanding of patent 

information in the process of patent extraction, which will have a certain impact on the 

comparison of multiple patents. In the process of prior art evaluation as shown in Fig.1, 

the automatic extraction of patent information mainly needs to help engineers to com-

plete the establishment of CHM and AAM, to provide the basis for subsequent flow 

model reasoning. 

In Section 1, it is mentioned that Chinese patent information can not be ignored, but 

there are still big limitations in computer's understanding of Chinese. Therefore, the 

traditional English patent information extraction methods and algorithms can not be 

fully applicable to Chinese patents. Therefore, according to the language characteristics 

of patent documents, this paper proposes a way to extract Chinese patent filing infor-

mation. In Section 3.1 and Section 3.2, patent information extraction methods of CHM 

and AAM are introduced. 

3.1 Automatic Extraction of CHM 

Chinese patents meet certain standards in the process of writing. In a patent specifica-

tion, the description of a technical solution usually begins with a declaration of the 

components at each component level. As shown in Table 3, there are two ways to de-

clare the component hierarchy: one is an open style, for example, "the electric tooth-

brush includes support component, cleaning component, auxiliary drive component and 

main drive component"; The other is the enclosed. For example, "the electric toothbrush 

is composed of support component, cleaning component, auxiliary transmission com-

ponent and main transmission component". The implication of the open writing method 

is that in addition to the claimed components, the additional components on this basis 

are still within the protection scope of this patent. Although most people tend to use the 

open writing method in order to expand the scope of protection when writing patents, 

all possible situations should be considered in the process of automatic extraction. 

Table 3. Component hierarchy writing form in Chinese patent 

Writing 

method 
General form Examples 

Open type … includes …, ...and … 

The electric toothbrush includes support 

component, cleaning component, auxil-

iary drive component and main drive 

component. 

Enclosed …is composed of…, ...and … 

The electric toothbrush is composed of 

support assembly, cleaning assembly, 

auxiliary drive assembly and main drive 

assembly. 
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The standard of patent writing can provide some convenience for the extraction of 

patent information. The specification of a Chinese patent includes five parts: the tech-

nical field, the background technology, the content of the invention, the attached draw-

ings and the specific method of implementation. The specific automatic patent extrac-

tion process is shown in Fig. 2. The technical details of the patent are generally shown 

in the content of the invention and the specific implementation method. Firstly, the 

patent text is segmented by Python to facilitate subsequent processing. According to 

the component level writing rules of the patent, regular expressions are used to extract 

components and their corresponding parts in each section respectively. Finally, a visual 

view is constructed according to the corresponding relationship between Component 

and Part for engineers' reference. 

 

Fig. 2. Automatic building process of CHM 

3.2 Automatic Extraction of AAM 

The extraction of AAM requires a deep understanding of the statements in the patent. 

Currently, there are many open-source algorithms for deep semantic analysis of Chi-

nese text, such as JIEBA, SNOWNLP, THU Lexical Analyzer for Chinese (THULAC), 

Language Technology Platform (LTP), etc. 

LTP is an open Chinese natural language processing system developed by social 

computing and information retrieval research center of Harbin Institute of technol-

ogy(HIT) [28]. Besides word segmentation (WS) and part of speech (POS) tagging, 

LTP can also process semantic role labeling (SRL) and semantic dependency parsing 

(SDP). Among them, SDP can get rid of the constraints of middle and surface syntax 

and obtain deep semantics directly. This means that in the face of difficult to analyze 

the extraction of Chinese patent information, we can not only extract simple subject 

action object (SAO) information, but also understand the actual meaning described in 

Chinese patent and extract the corresponding attributes of SAO. The label schematic of 

SDP can be referred to the literature [29]. As shown in Fig. 3, the automatic construc-

tion of AAM is divided into two parts: 
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The first part is to analyze the Chinese semantics of the statements in the Chinese 

patent through LTP: using WS, POS Tagging and SDP in the LTP to process the Chi-

nese patent statements. The semantic dependency of a single sentence will be obtained. 

The second part is to extract the subject element, object element, function and their 

attribute information by using semantic dependency. In Fig.3, the relationship between 

subject role, object role, situational role and entity component information and attribute 

information in LTP is preliminarily marked. In some Chinese sentences, it is not easy 

to find accurate semantic peripheral roles directly, but also need to use semantic struc-

ture relations and semantic attachment markers to help find part, action and attribute. 

 

Fig. 3. Automatic building process of AAM 

4 Case Study 

In this section, the CHM and AAM of a Chinese patent (CN111713846B) are automat-

ically constructed to show the process of deep extraction of patent information. Then, 

according to the general rules of patent writing shown in Table 3, combined with regu-

lar expressions, the component and parts of the technical solution are extracted respec-

tively. Finally, as shown in Fig. 4, CHM is visualized by Graphviz [30] using the cor-

responding relationship between component and parts. 
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4.1 CHM Automatic Extraction Process  

According to the flow given in Section 3.1, as shown in Figure 1, firstly, Python is used 

to extract the contents of the invention and the specific implementation methods in the 

patent. 

 

Fig. 4. Visualization of component hierarchy information using Graphviz 

4.2 AAM Extraction Process 

Due to space constraints, we will not analyze all the sentences in this article. Take a 

sentence as an example to show the process of building AAM. The processing results 

of semantic dependency analysis using LTP are shown in Table 4, including WS, POS 

and SDP. After visualization of the processing results, as shown in Fig.5, there are dif-

ferent semantic dependency labels among words, which represent different semantic 

meanings. Finally, according to the results of SDP, entity, action and attribute are ex-

tracted to construct AAM, as shown in Figure 6. 

Table 4. The SDP analysis process using LTP 

Steps Result 

Sentence 
The pressing block extrudes the permanent magnet towards the conductor 

by the arc surface.(Translated from Chinese) 

WS 
['Pressing block', 'uses', 'arc surface', 'make', 'permanent magnet', ' to-

wards', 'conductor', 'direction', 'extrudes', '.'] (Translated from Chinese) 

POS ['v', 'v', 'n', 'p', 'n', 'p', 'n', 'n', 'v', 'wp'] 

SDP 

[(1, 2, 'AGT'), (2, 0, 'Root'), (3, 2, 'CONT'), (4, 5, 'mRELA'), (5, 9, 

'PAT'), (6, 8, 'mRELA'), (7, 8, 'FEAT'), (8, 9, 'LOC'), (9, 2, 'eSUCC'), 

(10, 9, 'mPUNC')] 
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Fig. 5. Semantic dependency relationship of Chinese sentences 

 

Fig. 6. AAM of single Chinese patent sentence 

5 Conclusions and Future Work 

The value of a patent comes from the level of patented technology. This means that in 

order to improve the overall value of patents, it is essential to cultivate their technical 

value. The ideal level is an important tool to evaluate the gap between the technical 

scheme and the existing technical level in the process of evaluating the advanced nature 

of the technical scheme. There are four important indexes, they are: sub-function im-

portance  𝐹𝐼𝑀, sub-function realization degree 𝑃𝐹 , component cost evaluation value  𝐶𝑆, 

component harmful function evaluation value 𝐻𝑆. For the evaluation of the enterprise's 

current technical solutions, the information of these four indicators is easy to obtain. In 

order to obtain the ideal level index of the existing technology, the evaluation process 

of the ideal level of patent is divided into shallow information analysis, deep infor-

mation analysis and information reasoning and calculation process. However, it is un-

realistic for Chinese enterprises to only rely on manual extraction of patent technology 

principle features when facing a large number of patents. Therefore, this research fo-

cuses on the automatic extraction of Chinese patents, and tries to build the principle 

level model of patent technology information by using the extracted information. 

As for the evaluation process of technical advancement, there are still many points 

to be broken in this study in the future: 

(1) In the process of shallow patent information analysis, although the use of objec-

tive indicators in the patent can quickly evaluate the comprehensive value of the patent. 

However, if we only use the objective index of patent to evaluate the value of patent 

technology, it often leads to misleading evaluation results, and many new high-level 

patent technologies are ignored. There are also some methods based on word frequency 

statistics to evaluate the novelty degree field of patents, which can also be used as a 
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way to quickly screen patents. However, due to the different forms of Chinese words 

and English words, we need to continue to study the statistical methods of Chinese 

words. 

(2) In the process of deep patent information analysis, not all Chinese patents will 

describe the component-level information according to the standard writing method, or 

even may not describe the component-level information. Therefore, not every patent 

can extract CHM. The accuracy of AAM depends on the SDP in LTP. The accuracy of 

SDP in the current LTP 4.0 is 76.62% (Model: Base2), which can ensure that AAM has 

a certain accuracy, but some contents need manual calibration. At the same time, the 

relationship between attribute information and semantic tags of SDP still needs to be 

further considered. It is possible that one tag may correspond to multiple attributes, and 

this problem will be solved later. 

(3) In the process of information reasoning and calculation, the relationship between 

AAM and the Flow Model is still not given. At the same time, it is also a big problem 

to obtain the degree of realization of sub-function 𝑃𝐹 . Therefore, the main research con-

tent in the future is how the Flow model will be presented in the end. 
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